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Relativistic photoionization cross sections for CII
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The first measurement of highly resolved photoionization cross sections of the ground state of CII was
reported recently by Kjeldsenet al. @Astrophys. J.524, L143 ~1999!#. The observed resonance features showed
good agreement with the theoretical calculations in the close-coupling approximation@S. Nahar, Astrophys. J.
Suppl. Ser.101, 423 ~1995!#. However, there were several observed resonances that were missing in the
theoretical predictions. The earlier theoretical calculation was carried out inLS coupling where the relativistic
effects were not included. Present paper reports photoionization cross sections including relativistic effects in
the Breit-PauliR-matrix ~BPRM! approximation. The configuration interaction eigenfunction expansion for the
core ion CIII consists of 20 fine-structure levels dominated by the configurations from 1s22s2 to 1s22s3d.
Detailed features in the calculated cross sections exhibit the missing resonances due to fine structure. The
results provide a benchmark for the accuracy of BPRM photoionization cross sections, as needed for the recent
and ongoing experiments for high-resolution photoionization cross sections at synchrotron-radiation sources.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.65.052702 PACS number~s!: 32.80.Fb
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I. INTRODUCTION

Although a large number of theoretical calculations
photoionization cross sections have been carried out, the
have not yet been sufficiently calibrated against the new g
eration of high-resolution experiments. We refer, in partic
lar, to the calculations using the close-couplingR-matrix
method extensively utilized in the Opacity Project~OP! @1#,
the Iron Project~IP! @2# and similar works that accuratel
consider the numerous autoionizing resonances in cross
tions along interacting~overlapping! Rydberg series. Most o
the vast amount of photoionization data computed under
OP, IP, and other works, is estimated to be accurate to
20 %. However, no detailed comparisons with experime
have been possible since photoionization cross sections
not measured with equally detailed features. However, re
nances can now be finely resolved in recent experiments
ing carried out with synchrotron-radiation sources in Re
@3–5#. Comparing the theoretical calculations with expe
ments is therefore of considerable current importance. F
thermore, the quality of experimental work is such as
clearly delineate the fine structure, necessitating the in
sion of relativistic effects in anab initio manner. In this
report we present such a comparison between theory
experiments in detail.

Carbon is one of the most cosmically abundant eleme
and CII is an important ion in astrophysical sources, such
the interstellar medium. Study of accurate features of CII is
of considerable interest and important for accurate spec
analysis. In their merged ion-photon beam experime
Kjeldsenet al. @3# measured the first detailed photoionizati
cross sections (sPI) of C II with high accuracy. With the
synchrotron-radiation from an undulator, their measureme
exhibited highly resolved features of autoionizing resonan
in cross sections. The features agreed very well with
results from close-coupling approximation using t
R-matrix method@6#. However, the theoretical calculation
did not include the relativistic effects and therefore did n
predict the observed fine structure features.

Extensive earlier works, such as the Opacity Project, w
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carried out inLS coupling and did not consider the fin
structure. The motivation for the present work is to stu
relativistic effects in relation to the observed features us
the Breit-Pauli R-matrix ~BPRM! method @7,2,8#. The
method has been extended to a self-consistent treatme
photoionization and electron-ion recombination~e.g., @9#!.
The total recombination cross sections, derived from pho
ioization cross sections, in an unified treatment have b
extensively compared with measured recombination spe
@9,10#. The recombination cross sections require total con
butions from photoionization cross sections of all bound le
els. The present work, on the other hand, focuses on i
vidual features of photoionization cross sections of the fi
structure levels of the ground configuration 2s22p of C II , in
direct comparision with measured cross sections.

II. THEORY AND CALCULATIONS

The calculations for photoionization cross sections (sPI)
are carried out in the close-coupling approximation using
Breit-Pauli R-matrix method in intermediate coupling
Photoionization is described in terms of an eigenfunct
expansion over coupled levels of the residual~‘‘core’’ or
‘‘target’’ ! ion. The total wave function of the
(N11)-electron ion is represented by the wave functions
the N-electron core, multiplied by the wave function of th
outer electron as follows:

CE~e1 ion!5A(
i

x i~ ion!u i1(
j

cjF j~e1 ion!,

~2.1!

wherex i is the target wave function in a specific stateSiLip i
or level Jip i andu i is the wave function for the (N11) th
electron in a channel labeledSiLi(Ji)p iki

2l i( Jp); ki
2 is its

incident kinetic energy.F j ’s are the correlation functions o
the (N11)-electron system that account for short-range c
relation and the orthogonality between the continuum a
bound orbitals. The complex resonant structures in photo
ization are included through channel couplings.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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Relativistic effects are included through Breit-Pauli a
proximation in intermediate coupling. The Breit-Pau
Hamiltonian, as adopted in the IP work@2#, is

HN11
BP 5HN111HN11

mass1HN11
Dar 1HN11

so , ~2.2!

whereHN11 is the nonrelativistic Hamiltonian,

HN115 (
i 51

N11 H 2¹ i
22

2Z

r i
1 (

j . i

N11
2

r i j
J , ~2.3!

and the additional terms represent the one-body mass co
tion term, the Darwin term, and the spin-orbit interacti
term, respectively.

Present wave functions for CII are expressed by a 20
level expansion of the core ion CIII with configurations
2s2,2s2p,2p2,2s3s,2s3p,2s3d ~the K shell is closed!
~Table I!. The CIII wave functions were obtained from
atomic structure calculations using a scaled Thomas-Fe
model in the codeSUPERSTRUCTURE@11#. The spectroscopic
and correlation configurations, and the scaling paramete
the Thomas-Fermi potential for the orbitals, are given
Table I. The correlation term in Eq.~2.1! considers
all possible (N11)-electron configurations up t
2p3,3s2,3p2,3d2,4s2,4p2.

The computations ofsPI are carried out using the pack
age ofBPRM codes from the Iron Project@8#. The cross sec-
tions are computed with a very fine energy mesh in orde
delineate the detailed resonance structures as observed

TABLE I. Energy levels of CIII in the eigenfunction expansio
of C II. The list of spectroscopic and correlation configurations, a
the scaling parameter (l) for each orbital are given as follows
Spectroscopic: 2s2, 2s2p, 2p2, 2s3s, 2s3p, 2s3d; correlation:
2p3s, 2p3p, 2p3d, 3s3p, 3s3d, 2s4s, 2s4p, 4s4p; l:
1.42(1s),1.4(2s),1.125(2p),1.(3s),1(3p),1(3d), 3.3(4s),3(4p).

Level E (Ry)

1 2s2 1S0 0.
2 2s2p 3P2

o 0.47793
3 2s2p 3P1

o 0.4774
4 2s2p 3P0

o 0.4772
5 2s2p 1P1

o 0.9327
6 2p2 3P2 1.2530
7 2p2 3P1 1.2526
8 2p2 3P0 1.2523
9 2p2 1D2 1.3293
10 2p2 1S0 1.6632
11 2s3s 3S1 2.1708
12 2s3s 1S0 2.2524
13 2s3p 1P1

o 2.3596
14 2s3p 3P2

o 2.3668
15 2s3p 3P1

o 2.3667
16 2s3p 3P0

o 2.3666
17 2s3d 3D3 2.4606
18 2s3d 3D2 2.4605
19 2s3d 3D1 2.4605
20 2s3d 1D2 2.5195
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experiments. It is a computationally demanding proced
because of repeated computations with exceedingly fine
ergy bins to search and resolve the resonances. Many r
nances are sharp and narrow, and cannot be detected
vidually in the experiment. The resonances are convol
with a Gaussian function of full width at half-maximum
~FWHM! equal to the energy bandwidth of the monochro
eter in the experiment.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Photoionization cross sections are obtained for the fi
structure levels of the ground state, 2s22p(2P1/2,3/2

o ), and of
the metastable state, 2s2p2(4P1/2,3/2,5/2) of C II . The fine-
structure features are distinct when compared with thos
LS coupling.sPI for the ground state obtained in nonrelati
istic LS coupling are presented in Fig. 1~a! and in relativistic
BPRM approximation in Fig. 1~b!, the solid curve for the
2P1/2

o level and the dotted curve for the2P3/2
o .

The relativisticsPI for the levels 2P1/2
o and 2P3/2

o show
many overlapping resonances. The number of resonanc
considerably larger in the bottom panel than that for
ground 2Po state in theLS coupling in the top panel. Inclu-
sion of relativistic effects in the BPRM approximation intro

FIG. 1. Photoionization cross sectionssPI of the ~a! ground
2s22p(2Po) state in LS coupling, and~b! levels 2PJ

o , where J
51/2 ~solid curve! and 3/2~dotted curve! in BPRM intermediate
coupling, of ground configuration of CII.
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duces more Rydberg series of resonances, belonging to
increased number of core ion thresholds through fi
structure splitting, in comparison with nonrelativisticLS
coupling calculations. For example, the 12LS terms of the
core ion CIII correspond to 20 fine-structure levels. Add
tional thresholds and associated resonances, allowed in i
mediate coupling but not inLS coupling, have resulted in
more extensive resonances.

The first two resonances insPI in LS coupling@Fig. 1~a!#
belong to the Rydberg series of autoionizing sta
2s2p(3Po)np(2D) and 2s2p(3Po)np(2S), respectively,
wheren54. A Rydberg series may be identified by the qua
tum defects. The effective quantum number numbern of an
autoionizing state can be obtained from the quantum-de
formula, n5z/A(E2ET, wherez is the ion charge,E is the
resonance energy, andET is the threshold energy in Ryd
bergs. Given thatn5n1m, the quantum defectm is '0.6
for an s electron,'0.4 for ap electron,'0.1 for ad elec-
tron, and so on. The above-mentioned two series of re
nances are are allowed inLS coupling and are common in
both panels of Fig. 1, denoted asR2 andR3 series in the
BPRM sPI @Fig. 1~b!#. Photoionization of the ground stat
2s22p(2Po) is allowed to the even parity2S and 2D con-
tinua, but not to2P, in LS coupling. The autoionizing state
2s2p(3Po)np(2P) cannot decay via a radiationless tran
tion to the 2s2(1S)e l continuum with the same symmetr
2P. However, all three Rydberg series of resonanc
2s2p(3Po)np(2S,2P,2D), converging on to the threshold
of 2s2p(3Po) are allowed in relativistic intermediate cou
pling ~IC!. The sharp, narrowR1 series of resonances in th
BPRM cross sections in Fig. 1~b! correspond to
2s2p(3Po)np(2P) states. The channel couplings for theJ
51/2 level mixes2S1/2 with a component of2P1/2, and for
theJ53/2 level mixes2D3/2 with 2P3/2 through IC, and thus
enable the symmetry2P to autoionize. Indirect decay to2P
continuum via radiative decay first to, for examp
2s2p(3Po)3d(2P) state followed by autoionization is pos
sible, but not likely to be significant@3#.

The R4 series of resonances in Fig. 1~b!, which
could be identified as the combination of stat
2s2p(1Po)np(2D,2P,2S), are also common~except for the
2P component! to both panels in Fig. 1. These resonanc
are weak, especially inLS coupling calculations, partially
due to coarser energy mesh in the previous work. Our id
tification of this series differs from that of Kjeldsenet al. @3#.
This series was not observed in the experiment. Additio
series of resonances are introduced starting from the fo
complex, which overlap with other complexes. Small sh
in the energies of resonances seen in the upper and lo
panels of Fig. 1 are due to statistical averaging ofLS term
energies over their fine-structure components.

The BPRM photoionization cross sections are compa
with the measured cross sections by Kjeldsonet al. after
convolution of the calculated resonances with a Gaus
distribution function of FWHM of 35 meV, the monochrom
eter bandwidth of the experiment. The calculated ionizat
energy for the2P1/2

o ground level is 1.7885 eV, compared
the measured energy of 1.7921 eV; for the2P3/2

o level it is
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1.78 793 eV compared to the measured value 1.7916 eV.
culated cross sections have been slightly shifted to the m
sured ionization thresholds to compare with the experim
nally measuredsPI , as shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2~a!, presents the total detailed calculated cro
sections of the levels2P1/2,3/2

o ~solid and dotted curves, re
spectively!, while Fig. 2~b! presents the convolvedsPI on
the eV scale. Fig. 2~c! presents the measured cross sectio
@3#. Very good agreement is seen, in general, in resona
features between the calculations@Fig. 2~b!# and the mea-
surements@Fig. 2~c!#. The resonance peaks are also in go
agreement in the first three resonance complexes. Howe
some differences are noted for the higher complexes. Pe
of some calculated resonances at higher energies are h
than the measured ones. The peaks may be reduced by r
tive decays or the process of dielectronic recombination. T
peak values were checked by including the radiation dam
ing effect, with no significant reduction. This is expected f
a low-charge carbon ion since the radiative decay rates of
excited core thresholds ('108,109 sec21) are several orders
of magnitude lower than typical autoionization ra
('1013214 sec21), thus causing very little damping. How

FIG. 2. Photoionization cross sectionssPI of C II ~a! detailed
with resonances of levels2P1/2

o ~solid! and 2P3/2
o ~dotted! of ground

configuration 1s22s22p, ~b! the same cross sections convolved w
monochrometer bandwidth of the experiment,~c! experimentally
measured cross sections by Kjeldsenet al., ~d! convolved cross
sections of excited levels 2s2p2(4PJ), J51/2 ~solid!, J53/2 ~dot-
ted!, J55/2 ~dashed!.
2-3
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SULTANA N. NAHAR PHYSICAL REVIEW A 65 052702
ever, some explanation can be given for the differences.
though Gaussian averaging of resonances has shown
agreement with the measured cross sections, as carried o
the present case and shown by the experimental group@3#,
the distribution may not be adequate throughout the ene
range. The same FWHM may not remain constant with
ergies. A convolved peak can be flatteneed with a lar
bandwidth. Also, resonances become narrower and dens
the energy approaches the convergent threshold, requiri
narrower bandwidth monochrometer for finer resolution.
see the structures at higher energies near the highestIII

threshold, the calculated resonances beyond 30.2 eV are
volved with a narrower FWHM, and hence seem shar
than the measured cross sections.

Photoionization cross sections of the three fine-struc
levels,J51/2,3/2, and 5/2, of the first excited~metastable!
state 2s2p2(4P) of C II are presented in Figs. 2~d! and 3.
Figure 2~d! presents the convolved cross sections for exc
2s2p2(4PJ) levels in a small energy region, from 24.2 eV
about 25.5 eV, while Fig. 3 presents the detailed cross
tions over a wider range of energy. Kjeldsenet al. @3# found
a few resonances from photoionization of4P levels in the
near threshold energy region of2Po photoionization, indicat-
ing the presence of a mixture of2Po and 4P states in the CII
experimental beam in the low-energy region. They identifi

FIG. 3. Photoionization cross sections of the first exci
2s2p2(4P) state of CII ~a! in LS coupling, ~b! of levels ~i! J
51/2, ~ii ! J53/2, and~iii ! J55/2 in BPRM approximation. The
arrow points to the ionization threshold for the fine-structure lev
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the resonances to belong mainly tond series, i.e., to 2s2pnd
(n57,8, . . . ) rather than tons series, since the transitio
rates to the higherl are usually more dominant. Howeve
transitions to 2s2pns states are also possible. These o
served resonances are seen in the BPRMsPI . However the
convolved resonance peaks are relatively lower, except
the first one, compared to observations. Resonances in
energy region are extremely narrow; further resolution co
conceivably have improved agreement with the measu
ones.

Photoionization cross sections of4P state inLS coupling
are presented in Fig. 3~a! ~top panel! for comparison. No
cross sections can be seen below the threshold at 1.872
photoionizing to 2s2p(3Po) state of C III. However, in the
sPI for the fine-structure levels4P1/2,3/2,5/2, shown sepa-
rately as solid, dotted, and dashed curves in Fig. 3, exten
narrow resonances are seen below this threshold with alm
no background. The ionization thresholds for these levels
at about 1.4 Ry~pointed by arrow in the figure!, and each
level exhibits presence of a near threshold resonan
As explained above, these resonances are allowed
relativistic mixing of states through IC. For example, I
allows Jp51/2o and 3/2o levels of autoionizing states
2s2p(3Po)nd(4Do) to decay toJp51/2o and 3/2o of con-
tinuum 2s2(1S)ep(2Po) via radiationless transitions. As w
are mainly interested in the energy region corresponding
photoionization of the ground state of CII , resonances in
photoionization of the levelsJ51/2,3/2,5/2 are resolved with
a much finer energy mesh from'1.75 Ry to about 1.87 Ry
and are convolved with the same monochrometer bandw
of 35 meV and are presented in Fig. 2~d! for comparison
with the measured cross sections.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that the theoretical fine struc
photoionization cross sections account for nearly all exp
mentally observed features that may not be obtained in
nonrelativistic LS coupling calculations. The relativistic
BPRM sPI of the ground 2s22p(2Po) state and the first
excited 2p2p2(4P) state of CII reveal the fine structure ob
served in the experiment@3# and are in very good agreemen
Convolution of detailed resonances may result in some va
tions of peaks depending on the monochrometer bandwi
choice of energy distribution function, and resolution
resonances.

Similar to the experimental work by Kjeldsenet al. @3#,
Phaneufet al. @12# plan collaborative measurements on CII

with the Aarhus group at higher resolutions using a differ
setup at the ALS~Advance Light Source!. Cross-section val-
ues from the present work are available electronically
comparison with other experiments.
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